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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a precise analysis is of the critical path of the Least - Mean - Square (LMS) adaptive 
filter for deriving its architectures for high - speed and low-complexity implementation. It is shown that the direct-form 
LMS adaptive filter has nearly the same critical path as its transpose-form counterpart, but provides much faster 
convergence and lower register complexity. From the critical-path evaluation, it is further shown that no pipelining is 
required for implementing a direct-form LMS adaptive filter for most practical cases, and can be realized with a very 
small adaptation delay in cases where a very high sampling rate is required. Based on these findings, this paper 
proposes three structures of the LMS adaptive filter: (i) Design 1 having no adaptation delays, (ii) Design 2 with only 
one adaptation delay, and (iii) Design 3 with two adaptation delays. For comparison of proposed systems its verilog 
coded and synthesized in Xilinx. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Filters of some sort are essential to the operation of most electronic circuits. It is therefore in the interest of 
anyone involved in electronic circuit design to have the ability to develop filter circuits capable of meeting a given set 
of specifications. In circuit theory, a filter is an electrical network that alters the amplitude and/or phase characteristics 
of a signal with respect to frequency. Ideally, a filter will not add new frequencies to the input signal, nor will it change 
the component frequencies of that signal, but it will change the relative amplitudes of the various frequency 
components and/or their phase relationships. Filters are often used in electronic systems to emphasize signals in certain 
frequency ranges and reject signals in other frequency ranges. Such a filter has a gain which is dependent on signal 
frequency. 

Filters used for direct filtering can be either Fixed or Adaptive. 
1. Fixed filters - The design of fixed filters requires a priori knowledge of both the signal and the noise, i.e. if we know 
the signal and noise beforehand; we can design a filter that passes frequencies contained in the signal and rejects the 
frequency band occupied by the noise. 
 
2. Adaptive filters - Adaptive filters, on the other hand, have the ability to adjust their impulse response to filter out the 
correlated signal in the input. They require little or no a priori knowledge of the signal and noise characteristics (they 
require a signal (desired response) that is correlated in some sense to the signal to be estimated). Moreover adaptive 
filters have the capability of adaptively tracking the signal under non-stationary conditions. 

The Least Mean Square (LMS) adaptive filter is the most popular and most widely used adaptive filter, not 
only because of its simplicity but also because of its satisfactory convergence performance. The direct-form LMS 
adaptive filter involves a long critical path due to an inner-product computation to obtain the filter output. The critical 
path is required to be reduced by pipelined implementation when it exceeds the desired sample period. Since the 
conventional LMS algorithm does not support pipelined implementation because of its recursive behavior, it is 
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modified to a form called the delayed LMS (DLMS) algorithm, which allows pipelined implementation of the filter. A 
lot of work has been done to implement the DLMS algorithm in systolic architectures to increase the maximum usable 
frequency, but, they involve an adaptation delay of ∼N cycles for filter length N, which is quite high for large order 
filters. Since the convergence performance degrades considerably for a large adaptation delay, Visvanathanet al. has 
proposed a modified systolic architecture to reduce the adaptation delay. A transpose-form LMS adaptive filter is 
suggested in, where the filter output at any instant depends on the delayed versions of weights and the number of delays 
in weights varies from 1 to N. 

 
II. ADAPTATION ALGORITHM 

 
The basic configuration of an adaptive filter, operating in the discrete time domain n, is illustrated in Figure 1. 

In such a scheme, the input signal is denoted by x(n), the reference signal d(n) represents the desired output signal (that 
usually includes some noise component), y(n) is the output of the adaptive filter, and the error signal is defined as e(n) 
= d(n) − y(n). The error signal is used by the adaptation algorithm to update the adaptive filter coefficient vector w (n) 
according to some performance criterion. In general, the whole adaptation process aims at minimizing some metric of 
the error signal, forcing the adaptive filter output signal to approximate the reference signal in a statistical sense. There 
are several adaptation algorithms with different performance criterion. Due to its low complexity and proven robustness, 
Least Mean Square (LMS) algorithm is used here. 

LMS algorithm is a noisy approximation of steepest descent algorithm. It is a gradient type algorithm that 
updates the coefficient vector by taking a step in the direction of the negative gradient of the objective function. 

푤(푛 + 1) = 푤(푘) − µ	
( )

 …………. (1) 

 

LMS Algorithm: For each n 

w = w + μe x      ….…………… (2) 

Where, 

                                                푒 = 푑 − 푦  ,푦 = 푤 푥     ………. … (3) 

Where, the input vector	풙풏, and the weight vector at the 푤 Th iteration are, respectively, given by 

x = [x , x , … . , x ]  

 

w = [w (0), w (1), … , w (N− 1)]  

푑 	is the desired response 푦  is the filter output, and en denotes the error computed during the nth iteration. μ 
is the step-size, and N is the number of weights used in the LMS adaptive filter. 

 
2.1 Implementation of Direct - Form Delayed LMS Algorithm 

In the case of pipelined designs with m pipeline stages, the error e(n) becomes available after m cycles, where 
m is called the “adaptation delay.” The DLMS algorithm therefore uses the delayed error en−m, i.e., the error 
corresponding to (n − m) th iteration for updating the current weight instead of the recent-most error. The weight-
update equation of DLMS adaptive filter is given by 

 
푤 = 푤 + 휇푒(푛 − 푛 ).푥(푛 − 푛 )          ……… (4)           
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Fig 1: Structure of the conventional LMS adaptive filter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig 2: Generalized block diagram of direct form DLMS adaptive filter 

 
Since all weights are updated concurrently in every cycle to compute the output according to (1), direct-form 

realization of the FIR filter is a natural candidate for implementation. However, the direct-form LMS adaptive filter is 
often believed to have a long critical path due to an inner product computation to obtain the filter output. This is mainly 
based on the assumption that an arithmetic operation starts only after the complete input operand words are 
available/generated. For example, in the existing literature on implementation of LMS adaptive filters, it is assumed 
that  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig 3: Error - computation block of Fig 2 
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The addition in a multiply-add operation can proceed only after completion of the multiplication, and with this 
assumption, the critical path of the multiply-add operation (TMA) becomes (TMULT + TADD), where TMULT and TADD are 
the time required for a multiplication and an addition, respectively. Under such assumption, the critical path of the 
direct-form LMS adaptive filer (without pipelining) can be estimated as 
                                    

T = 2 TMULT + (N+1) TADD 
. 

 

 
 

       Fig 4: Weight - update block of Fig. 3 
 

A generalized block diagram of direct-form DLMS adaptive filter is shown in Fig.2.It consists of an error-computation 
block (shown in Fig. 3) and a weight-update block (shown in Fig. 4). The number of delays shown in Fig. 2 
corresponds to the pipeline delays introduced due to pipelining of the error-computation block 
 
2.2 Implementation of Transpose-Form Delayed LMS Algorithm 

The transpose-form FIR structure cannot be used to implement the LMS algorithm given by (1), since the 
filter output at any instant of time has contributions from filter weights updated at different iterations, where the 
adaptation delay of the weights could vary from1to .It could, however, be implemented by a different set of equations 
as follows 
 

y = x w  

푤 (푘) = 푤 (푘) + 휇푒 푥  
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Fig 5: Structure of transpose-form DLMS adaptive filter 

 
The additional adaptation delay m could be at most 2 if no more delays are incorporated within the multiplication unit 
or between the multipliers and adders. If one delay could be placed after the computation of 푦 and another after the 
computation of	푒 , then m=2. 
 

III. PROPOSED DESIGN 
 

We find that the direct-form FIR structure not only is the natural candidate for implementation of the LMS 
algorithm in its original form, but also provides better convergence speed with the same residual MSE. It also involves 
less register complexity and nearly the same critical path as the transpose-form structure. Therefore, we have preferred 
to design a low-complexity direct-form structure for implementation of the LMS adaptive filter. 

 
3.1 Zero Adaptation Delay 

As shown in Fig. 2, there are two main computing blocks in the direct-form LMS adaptive filter, namely, i) the 
error-computation block (shown in Fig. 3) and ii) the weight-update block (shown in Fig. 4). It can be observed in Figs. 
3 and 4 that most of the area-intensive components are common in the error-computation and weight-update blocks: the 
multipliers, weight registers, and tapped-delay line. The adder tree and subtractor in Fig-4 and the adders for weight 
updating in Fig-5, which constitute only a small part of the circuit, are different in these two computing blocks. For the 
zero-adaptation-delay implementation, the computation of both these blocks is required to be performed in the same 
cycle. Moreover, since the structure is of the non-pipelined type, weight updating and error computation cannot occur 
concurrently. Therefore, the multiplications of both these phases could be multiplexed by the same set of multipliers, 
while the same registers could be used for both these phases if error computation is performed in the first half cycle 
while weight update is performed in the second-half cycle. 
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Fig 6: Structure for Zero-Adaptation-Delay Time- Multiplexed Direct-Form LMS Adaptive Filter    

 
The registers in the delay line are clocked at the rising edge of the clock pulse and remain unchanged for a 

complete clock period since the structure is required to take one new sample in every clock cycle. During the first half 
of each clock period, the weight values stored in different registers are fed to the multiplier through the multiplexors to 
compute the filter output. The product words are then fed to the adder tree though the de-multiplexors. 

 
3.1.1 One Adaptation Delay: 

The proposed structure for a one-adaptation-delay LMS adaptive filter consists of one error-computation unit 
as shown in Fig1.5 and one weight-update unit as shown in Fig1.6. A pipeline latch is introduced after computation of 
µen .The multiplication with µ requires only a hardwired shift, since is assumed to be a power of 2 fractions. So there is 
no register overhead in pipelining. Also, the registers in the tapped delay line and filter weights can be shared by the 
error-computation unit and weight-updating unit. The critical path of this structure is the same as CERROR [derived in 
(11)], given by 

푇 = 푇 − ([푙표푔 푁] + 1)∆ 
3.1.2 Two Adaptation Delays: 

The proposed structure for a two-adaptation-delay LMS adaptive filter is shown in Fig3.2, which consists of 
three pipeline stages, where the first stage ends after the first level of the adder tree in the error-computation unit, and 
the rest of the error-computation block comprises the next pipeline stage.  
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    Fig 7: Proposed Structure for Two-Adaptation-Delay Direct-Form LMS Adaptive Filter 

 
The weight-update block comprises the third pipeline stage. The two adaptation delay structure involves 

additional registers over the one-adaptation-delay structure. The critical path of this structure is the same as either that 
of the weight-update unit CUPDATE or the second pipeline stage. 
 

IV. SIMULATION RESULT 
 

Low complexity adaptive filter is verilog coded and simulated on Xilinx to check the desired functionality. 
The critical path of direct form of FIR filter is also analysed. The filter structured in Verilog is synthesized on Xilinx 
ISE. Fig 8.shows simulation result of conventional adaptive filter and fig-9 shows simulation result of proposed 
structure. 
  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 8: Simulation result of conventional adaptive filter 
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The above waveform shows the conventional adaptive filter depending up on the clock it will generate the outputs 
when depending up on the enable it will gives the y_out for given desired inputs 
 

 
 

Fig 9: Simulation result of proposed LMS Adaptive Filter 
 

The above waveform shows the when clock and enable is low we get the desired outputs will be obtained i.e the  
Concatenation of x and d 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

Low complexity LMS adaptive filter is proposed and critical path is also analyzed using direct form and 
transposed form of FIR filter .It is found that critical path of direct and transposed form is same but direct form is 
having less number of registers means low complexity than transposed .For direct form three systems are proposed. 
They are following:1)zero adaptation delay 2)one adaptation delay 3) two adaptation delay .It is found that for 
conventional adaptive filter delay is 19.732 ns and for proposed system delay is 4.182 ns. 

 
 Future Scope: 

In this paper we modified adder tree by efficient CSA, CLA adder. The PPO unit generates the number of 
partial products then it will pass through adder tree instead of this adder tree we use the CSA, CLA adder. 
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